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Abstract NACA
A flight experiment, conducted at NASA Dryden Flight
Research Center, investigated the effects of surface excres- NASA
cences, specifically gaps and steps, on boundary-layer
transition in the vicinity of a leading edge at transonic
flight conditions. A natural laminar flow leading-edge NLF
model was designed for this experiment with a spanwise
slot manufactured into the leading-edge model to simulate C/
gaps and steps like those present at skin joints of small
transonic aircraft wings. The leading-edge model was
flown with the flight test fixture, a low-aspect ratio fin Cp
mounted beneath an F-104G aircraft. Test points were
obtained over a unit Reynolds-number range of 1.5- to c
2.5-million/ft and a Mach-number range of 0.5 to 0.8.
Results for a smooth surface showed that laminar flow h
extended to approximately 12 in. behind the leading edge p
at Mach number 0.7 over a unit Reynolds-number range of
1.5- to 2.0-million/ft. The maximum size of the gap-and-
step configuration over which laminar flow was main-
tained consisted of two 0.06-in. gaps with a 0.02-in. step at
a unit Reynolds number of 1.5 million/ft.
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natural laminar flow
x
skin-friction coefficient, ] U2
_P **
P-P**
coefficient of pressure,
q**
chord of the NLF leading-edge model, in.
Stanton gauge height, ft
local static pressure along the chord of the
FTF, lb/ft 2
free-stream static pressure, lb/ft 2
free-stream dynamic pressure, lb/fd
U**p
Reynolds number/ft, [t
transition Reynolds number
horizontal distance along the surface, in.
free-stream velocity, ft/sec
longitudinal or chordwise distance from nose
leading edge, in.
lateral distance from leading-edge model
centerline, in.
verticalFITspanwisedistancefromroot,in.
AP Stanton gauge pressure difference, Ib/fd
t.t viscosity coefficient at free-stream condi-
tions, lb/ft.sec
density of flow at free-stream conditions,
slug/ft 3
shearing stress, lb/ft 2
Introduction
The recent resurgence of interest in using laminar flow
on aircraft surfaces for reduction in skin-friction drag has
generated a considerable amount of research in natural
laminar flow (NLF) and hybrid laminar flow control
(HLFC) on transonic aircraft wings. This research has
focused primarily on airfoil design and understanding
transition behavior with less concern for the surface
imperfections and manufacturing variations inherent to
most production aircraft. 1 Well-defined criteria for allow-
able sizes of gaps and steps that result from aircraft skin
seams, as well as criteria for rivet and fastener sizes are
essential if NLF/HLFC technology is to be used on mass-
produced aircraft.
Three basic types of surface imperfections are responsi-
ble for prematurely tripping the boundary layer from lami-
nar to turbulent: (1) surface waviness, (2) two-
dimensional spanwise roughness elements such as gaps
and steps at seams; and (3) three-dimensional roughness
elements such as protruding fasteners and insect remains.
Criteria exist for each of these cases where transition is
caused by amplification of the Tollmien-Schlichting
waves or laminar boundary-layer separation. 2
gap widths of 0.12 in. Note that elements with rounded
comers are reported to have higher critical Reynolds num-
bers than similar geometries with angled corners.:
An experiment was conducted to provide an in-flight
investigation as to the effects of these spanwise steps and
gaps on the laminar boundary layer near the leading edge
of a transonic wing. A flight experiment was desired since
experimental determination of surface quality require-
ments conducted in a wind tunnel would be subject to
poorly understood turbulence effects. The F-104 flight test
fixture (F'rF), 5 was ideally suited for this experiment and
was selected as the test facility. The size of the FTF
allowed for full-scale testing directly applicable to busi-
ness jets and light transports. Furthermore, the flight enve-
lope of the F-104/FTF allowed for speed, altitude, Mach
number, Reynolds number, and any atmospheric effects at
transonic flight conditions to be duplicated.
Test Hardware Description
A new leading-edge model was specially designed to fly
on the F-104/IZTF. The FTF is a unique test facility for
conducting aerodynamic and fluid-mechanic experiments.
Its experiments are self-contained within the fixture and
independent of the aircraft systems. The overall dimen-
sions of the F'I'F consists of a chord length of 81 in., a span
of 24 in., and for the major part of its length, except the
forebody, the thickness is a constant 6.4 in. Figure 1 shows
an aerial photograph of the FTF mounted vertically on the
lower centerline of the F-104G carrier aircraft. A detailed
description of the FTF, its capabilities, and its flow quali-
fies underneath the F-104 aircraft can be found in refer-
ence 5.
For the case of modern light transonic aircraft, the sur-
face waviness is generally believed to be within accepted
limits. From the work of B. H. Carmichael, a the allowable
waviness is a function of Reynolds number, wing chord,
and wing leading edge sweep. For a typical business jet at
cruise conditions with a leading-edge sweep of 15 °, for
example, the allowable amplitude is approximately
0.02 in. for a 2-in. wavelength.
Two-dimensional roughness elements, however, do
pose a problem since most business jet wings are con-
structed with a spanwise joint between the leading-edge
skin piece and the main wing skin approximately 4 to 6 in.
downstream of the leading edge. The resulting gaps and
steps are believed to cause transition under all conditions.
Wind-tunnel results for a flat plate give a critical Reynolds
number based on step height or gap width for various
geometries. _ For the case of Mach 0.7 and Re/ft of 1.5 mil-
lion, these critical Reynolds numbers translate to allow-
able square step heights of approximately 0.014 in., and
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(a) F-104 in flight.
Figure 1. Flight test fixture mounted on F-104 aircraft.
model
(b) Closeup of fixture.
Figure 1. Concluded.
The leading-edge model was designed to produce natu-
ral laminar flow over its full length at transonic flight con-
ditions. The model was constructed of foam-core
fiberglass. The overall length of the symmetrical leading-
edge model was 15.27 in., its thickness at the base was
6.75 in. and its height was 21.75 in. Figure 2 shows the
overall dimensions and cross-section of the model and
table 1 lists the cross-section's x- and y-coordinates.
Surface quality requirements for the leading-edge model
were based on work done by B. H. Carmichael: The toler-
ances of the cross-sectional dimensions were kept to
within +0.03 in. The maximum surface waviness height
for the model was kept to within 0.001 in. per 2 in., the
maximum roughness was 25 microns and the surface point
accuracy was _+0.03in.
A spanwise slot was manufactured into the left side of
the leading-edge model 4 in. behind the leading edge. This
24 slot was 1.0 in. wide and 0.12 in. deep and ran along the
entire span of the model. The fiberglass comers of the slot
were manufactured sharp enough to simulate edges of alu-
20 minum aircraft skin. To strengthen the slot, an aluminum
strip was milled and embedded in the fiberglass and
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(a) Overall dimensions. (b) Cross-section dimensions.
Figure 2. The NLF leading-edge model.
Table 1. Coordinates of a
cross-section of the leading-
edge model.
x (in.) y (in.)
0.00 0.130
0.06 0.26
0.23 0.50
0.41 0.67
0.64 0.84
0.97 1.04
1.38 1.23
1.82 1.42
2.34 1.60
2.91 1.78
3.55 1.96
4.24 2.13
6.67 2.62
8.56 2.90
10.62 3.14
12.86 3.30
15.27 3.37
formed the lower face of the slot. Fina/ly, the model was
painted flat black with a gel coat surface. Figure 3 shows
the finished leading-edge model.
Instrumentation
Figure 4 shows the experiment setup for both sides of
the leading-edge model. The left side (fig. 4(a)) of the
model is the control side where different gap and step
combinations were configured. The right side (fig. 40>))
was kept completely smooth except for the row of flush
surface pressure orifices. The instrumentation consisted of
5 hot-film sensors, 4 Stanton gauges, and 24 static pres-
sure taps. All research and airdata parameters, except the
hot-film signals, were digitally encoded using pulse code
modulation, and were recorded simultaneously on board
and telemetered to ground-base recorders.
A hot-film system was used to ascertain the state of the
boundary layer. The hot-film system consisted of single-
element hot-film sensors and constant-temperature ane-
mometer cards that were developed at NASA Dryden.6
The hot-film data were recorded on board using a fre-
quency modulation recorder and had a frequency response
of I0 kHz. The hot films were positioned in such a way as
to minimize any flow disturbance between sensors. Table
2 lists their x- and y-locations.
F
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Figure 3. NLF leeding-e.dge model with instrumentation.
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(a) Left side.
Figure 4. Experiment setup of NLF leading-edge model.
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Figure 4. Concluded.
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Table 2. Hot-film locations for the
NLF leading-edge model.
No. x(in.) z (in.)
1 3.3 5.63
2 5.5 8.13
3 5.5 15.13
4 11.5 5.63
5 11.5 18.63
Figure 5 shows a hot-film sensor positioned adjacent to
a Stanton gauge. The Stanton gauge provided a relatively
inexpensive and effective method for measuring local skin
friction. 7The Stanton gauge consists of a segment of razor
blade mounted over a flush pressure orifice. Static pres-
sures needed to calculate skin friction were obtained from
adjacent flush pressure orifices. As shown in the figure
inset, the blade faces directly upstream, and the tip is
aligned directly over the forward most lip of the static
pressure orifice. The distance from the surface to the tip of
the razor blade, or gauge height, h, is approximately 0.005
in. In addition, the width of the razor blade is 0.25 in.,
which is sufficiently wide enough to minimize any distur-
bances from the open sides.
The differential pressures between the total and static
lines of each gauge were measured with a +l-lb/in 2 differ-
ential pressure transducer except for Stanton gauge no. 2.
Figure 5. Hot-film and Stanton-gauge sensors mounted on
NLF model.
The total and static pressures from this gauge were mea-
sured with +_10-1b/in 2 electronic scanning pressure mod-
ules. The data from Stanton gauge no. 3 were not used
because of a malfunction in that pressure transducer.
A row of flush static pressure orifices positioned along
the midspan of each side of the leading-edge model was
used to determine the pressure distributions. The right side
consisted of 10 pressure orifices and the left side consisted
of 13 pressure orifices with 1 pressure orifice positioned
exactly at the leading edge. Table 3 lists the chordwise ori-
fice locations of the pressure orifices for both the right and
left sides of the model.
Surface static pressures were measured with +10-1b/in 2
electronic scanning pressure modules. All flush static pres-
sure orifices including those from the Stanton gauge had
an inside diameter of 0.03 in. Data from all the pressures
were recorded at 7.8 samples/see.
In addition to the aircraft's standard NACA noseboom,
the FTF was also instrumented with a noseboom that pro-
vided an independent measurement of Mach number,
dynamic pressure, and altitude. This FTF airdata were
used throughout the data analysis and are presented in the
results.
Table 3. Locations of chordwise static pres-
sure orifices on the leading-edge model.
x (in.) x (in.)
(Left side) No. (Right side)
0.5 1 1.0
1.0 2 2.5
1.75 3 3.5
2.5 4 4.5
3.5 5 5.5
5.5 6 6.5
6.5 7 8.5
8.0 8 10.75
9.0 9 12.75
10.25 10 14.0
11.5 11 n.a.
12.75 12 n.a.
14.0 13 n.a.
Flight Test Conditions and Procedures
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(a) With 0.03 in. forward gap.
/-0.06 In. 0.06 In.--_
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(b) With 0.06 in. forward and aft gaps.
0.06
Figure 6 shows all test points obtained during the flight
experiment along with the flight envelope of the
F- 104/FTF. The Mach numbers ranged from 0.5 to 0.8 and
unit Reynolds numbers ranged from 1.5- to 2.5-million/ft.
Although the leading-edge model was specially designed
for subsonic test conditions, some supersonic test condi-
tions were obtained as shown in the figure. The results of
the supersonic cases will not be discussed in this paper.
The pilot flew all test points at steady-state flight test
conditions using an uplink trajectory guidance system?
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(c) With 0.06 in. forward and aft gaps with 0.02 in. step.
-"l/-v "&12i..
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(d) With 0.12 in. forward gap with sharp leading edge.
B F104/FTF flight envelope
• Flight test points
8 x 106
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Figure 6. F-104/FTF flight envelope including flight test
points.
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(e) With 0.12 in. forward gap with rounded leading
edge.
Figure 7. Step and gap configurations in the NLF model
slot.
This uplink system indicated differences between desired
and actual flight conditions, specifically Mach number,
altitude, and angle of sideslip. This system was used to
reduce the pilot's workload and ensure the accuracy and
repeatability of the data.
Thesubsonictestpointswererepeatedforeachconfigu-
ration.Five step--gap configurations were tested and are
shown in figure 7. As shown in this figure, by altering the
size of the aluminum cover piece inserted in the slot of the
leading-edge model, the size of the gaps and step were
controlled with high precision. After each installment of
the cover piece, the gaps and step were measured with a
micrometer and depth gauge and were within 0.005 in. of
the desired value for all cases.
The aluminum cover piece was installed in the slot
using a two-sided, adhesive-backed, foam tape that held
firmly in place throughout the flight. The cover piece and
tape were then removed and replaced for the next flight.
Results and Discussion
At the present time (March 1994), flight tests have
recently concluded and preliminary results for three
configurations at selected flight conditions will be pre-
sented here. More detailed analyses of the data from the
flight tests are in progress.
Design of Leading-Edge Model
The primary design objective of the leading-edge model
was to provide a laminar boundary layer over most of the
surface area of the model. In a process similar to that used
in designing an NLF airfoil, a shape was sought that
would result in a favorable chordwise pressure gradient
with its peak as rearward as possible. In this way, the flow
over the leading-edge region of an NLF wing was simu-
lated over the model attached to the FIT.
Additionally, it was desired that the sensitivity of the
design to small changes in angle of attack be minimized.
Angle of attack on the FTF corresponded to aircraft side-
slip. To allow for variations in aircraft sideslip, a pressure
distribution was sought to remain well-behaved up to
+1.5 ° angle of attack on the FTF.
The final design resulted in a favorable pressure gradi-
ent that extended to 80 percent of the leading-edge model
length for a Math number range of 0.5 to 0.8. A two-
dimensional inviscid, full potential computational fluid
dynamics code, known as FLO6SD, 9 was used to predict
the pressure distributions. Figure 8 shows the predicted
pressure distribution for Mach 0.7. This pressure gradient
remained favorable throughout an angle-of-attack range of
-1.5 ° to 1.5o.
Figure 8 also shows the flight-determined pressure dis-
tributions for the left and right sides of the leading-edge
model. As can be seen from this figure, there was good
agreement between the predicted and flight-determined
pressure distributions.
[] Flight measured - right
0 Flight measured - left
-1.0 -- Predicted (FL06)
Cp .5
0 4 8 12 16 20
x, In.
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Figure 8. Comparison of predicted and flight-determined
pressure distribution for M = 0.7.
Boundary-Layer Transition Measurement Methods
Two techniques were used for detecting boundary-layer
transition. The first of these techniques used hot-film sen-
sors. By examining the fluctuating or high-frequency sig-
nals from these sensors, the state of the boundary layer
was determined. Figure 9 shows examples of time histo-
ries from the hot-film sensors illustrating the four typical
indications of these signals--that is, laminar, intermittent,
transitional and turbulent flows. Also, the average or root-
mean-square values of these high-frequency signals were
computed to aid in interpreting these signals.
Turbulent
Volts
Transitional : :
,, _Intermittent it _
Laminar
0 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0
Time, sec
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Figure 9. Examples of hot-film time histories.
In addition, hot films nos. 1 and 4, as shown in figure 4,
were used as reference signals. Hot film no. 1 was posi-
tioned upstream of the slot in a very favorable pressure
gradient and its signal was used as a reference for a lami-
nar flow signal. Similarly, hot film no. 4 was positioned
behind a transition strip so that its signal could be used as
a reference for a turbulent flow signal.
Stanton gauges were also used for detecting boundary-
layer transition. The gauges were positioned adjacent to
hot films nos. 2 through 5. By measuring the local skin
friction, they also provided an indication of laminar or tur-
bulent flow. Skin-friction measurements were obtained by
taking the difference between the total pressure and the
adjacent local static pressure. This pressure difference
(AP) was then related to the local skin-friction coefficient,
Cf, through East's calibration.7
This calibration was made in a low-speed, turbulent,
zero-pressure gradient boundary layer. Even though the
calibration was made in a turbulent boundary layer, as
long as the razor blade is sized correctly, it should be accu-
10
rate to 10 or 20 percent in laminar boundary layers.
The gauge height was chosen so that the edge of the
blade lay within the lower part of the boundary layer
where the velocity profile is nearly linear for both laminar
and turbulent boundary layers. The gauge height used in
this experiment, that is, the height between the surface and
the tip of the razor blade, was 0.005 in.
Once the local skin-friction coefficient, C!, was deter-
mined it was used with the results of the boundary-layer
analysis to determine the state of the boundary layer at
each gauge location. The boundary-layer analysis was
• _ I1 ,
conducted usmg a code named IBL. The key assumption
made in running IBL was that it used the FLO6 pressure
distributions as input.
Figure 10 illustrates the procedure used to determine the
state of the boundary layer. For Math 0.7 and Re/ft
1.5 million, C! was first determined using the calibration
curve of figure 10(a). Then, this C/value was plotted, as
shown in figure 10(b), which contains the results of the
IBL boundary-layer run for that flight condition. If the
point was on or above the dashed turbulent line, the flow
was identified as turbulent. If the point was on or near
(+15 percent) the solid laminar line, the flow was identi-
fied as laminar. If the point was in the region between
either line, the flow was identified as transitional.
Results for a Single-Gap Configuration
The first configuration consisted of a single 0.03-in. gap
set 4 in. behind the leading edge. Figures ll(a) and ll(b)
show the state of the boundary layer at each of the hot-film
and Stanton-gauge locations for Math number of 0.7 and
unit Reynolds numbers of 1.5-, 2.0-, and 2.5-miUion/fL
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(a) Calibration.
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(b) Predicted skin friction.
Figure 10. Example of Stanton-gauge data analysis for
M = 0.7 and Re/ft = 1.5 million.
The open symbols in the figures representthe results from
the hot-film data analysis and the closed symbols represent
the results from the Stanton-gauge data analysis. Laminar
flow was maintained over the gap and extended to about
75-pereent chord or the location of hot film no. 5 at unit
Reynolds number of 1.5- and 2.0-million/ft (fig. ll(a)).
In general, the results from the Stanton gauges were in
agreement with the results from the hot films• For unit
Reynolds numbers of 1.5- and 2.0-million/ft, however,
there was disagreement between Stanton gauge no. 5 and
hot film no. 5. Skin-friction measurements from this Stan-
ton gauge indicated a laminar boundary layer, while turbu-
lent flow was detected by hot film no. 5. The configuration
was flown again at repeated flight conditions: the same
resultsoccurred.
i
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I I,i S,otan05
I I cover piece
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x/c
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(a) Re/ft = 1.5 and 2.0 million.
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Flow
direction
photograph of the right side of the leading-edge model
with the liquid crystals coating at Mach 0.7 and Re/ft 2.0
million. As can be seen from the figure, a few turbulent
wedges occurred at this flight condition. Only the upper
half of the leading-edge model remained mostly free of
these wedges and laminar flow can be seen extending to
the aft end of the model by the uniform color in this area.
Since these wedges remained in the same location
throughout most of the flight, they do not seem to indicate
naturally occurring transition but appear to result from sur-
face irregularities. The results of the left, instrumented
side were not as clear because the instrumentation was
interfering with the flow. Nevertheless, it is likely that tur-
bulent wedges may be occurring on the instrumented side
and are the reason that Stanton gauge no. 5 and hot fihn
no. 5 appear to be giving opposing results. In any case, the
results from Stanton gauge no. 5 at this flight condition
indicate laminar flow to be reaching to almost the aft end
of the leading-edge model for the 0.03-in. configuration.
I I l'- Slot and
I J i I I w I I I I I
0 .2 ,4 .6 .8 1.0
x/C
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(b) Re/ft = 2.5 million.
Figure 11. Boundary-layer state results for 0.03-in. gap
configuration at M = 0.7.
One reason for the difference in the results may be the
small difference in spanwise location between the two
sensors. Since transition often occurs in turbulent wedges,
one of the sensors may have been downstream of a turbu-
lent wedge and the other sensor may have been outside of
it, in the laminar flow. Therefore, to determine the extent
of laminar flow for this configuration, shear-sensitive liq-
uid crystals were used as a flow diagnostic tool.
The use of shear-sensitive liquid crystals as a technique
for detecting boundary-layer transition is described in ref-
erence 12. Basically, the crystals respond to changes in
surface shear stress by altering the color "seen" from a
fixed observation point. Figure 12 shows an in-flight
of flow tDirection
940147 I
Figure 12. Liquid crystals applied to NLF model; M = 0.7
and Re/ft = 2.0 million.
Results for a Two-Gap Configuration
The next configuration consisted of two 0.06-in. gaps
forward and aft of the cover piece. Figures 13 (a) through
13(c) show the hot-film and Stanton-gauge results for
Mach number 0.7 and unit Reynolds number 1.5-, 2.0-,
and 2.5-million/ft. As can be seen from this figure, the
Stanton-gauge results are in complete agreement with the
hot-film results.
For a unit Reynolds number of 1.5 million/ft, the flow
remains laminar over the 0.06-in. gaps but wansitions to
turbulent flow by the time it reaches station no. 5. For a
unit Reynolds number of 2 million/ft, the onset of
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[] Turbulent
Open symbols are
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(a)Raft= 1.5million.
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(c) Re/ft = 2.5 million.
Figure 13. Concluded.
turbulence becomes apparent since the flow of hot film no.
3 is now intermittent. The flow becomes transitional at this
chord location for unit Reynolds number of 2.5 million/fL
Results for a Two-Gap.With-Step Configuration
The third configuration consisted of two 0.06-in. gaps
forward and aft of the cover piece and a step of 0.02 in.
The addition of this step to the previous configuration
caused the flow to completely transition as shown in fig-
ures 14(a) and 14Co). These figures show that the flow was
transitional at Reynolds number 1.5 million/ft and then
became completely turbulent immediately aft of the step
and gap at Reynolds number of 2.5 million/ft.
0 Laminar
_ IntermlttentTransltlonal |\ IB#4
Turbulent I "I IA'-Transltlon
I IrJ _ strip
I II
Row I
direcUon I I I'-Stot and
cover piece
i i i I I I I i i i
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
x/c Q4o14o X/C
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Co)Redft = 2.0 million.
Figure 13. Boundary-layer state results for 0.06-in. for-
ward and aft gaps at M = 0.7.
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Flow
direction
(a) Re/ft = 1.5 million.
Figure 14. Boundary-layer state results for 0.06-in. for-
ward and aft gaps with 0.02-in. step at M = 0.7.
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(b) Re/ft = 2.5 million.
Figure 14. Concluded.
1800. The critical Reynolds number for the 0.03-in. gap
should then be 5.8 million/ft. Unfortunately, data were
only obtained up to 2.5 miUion/ft and transition Reynolds
number was not defined for this case.
The critical Reynolds number of the other two configu-
rations could not be compared with any criteria, since no
data were found in the literature for successive gap and
step combinations as those flight tested here. For a single
0.06-in. gap, however, the critical Reynolds number
should be 2.86 million/ft as compared with 2.5 million/ft
for two successive 0.06-in. gaps. For a single 0.02-in. for-
ward step the critical Reynolds number should be 1.1 mil-
lion/ft as compared with 1.5 million/ft obtained for a
0.02-in. forward step in combination with two 0.06-in.
gaps. These results are encouraging since they at least
show that step and gap combinations may not be as alarm-
ing as may have been expected. Nonetheless, continued
work is clearly necessary to fully investigate the effects of
step and gap configurations.
Concluding Remarks
The Stanton-gauge results in these figures completely
agreed with the hot-film results. With the exception of the
results from the 0.03-in. configuration, the Stanton-gauge
results consistently agreed with the hot-film results, prov-
ing that they are a viable flight-test technique for deter-
mining the state of the boundary layer.
Summary of Results
In summary, the results of the three configurations
shown in this paper were illustrative of the different ways
two-dimensional disturbances can affect the laminar
boundary layer? The first case, the 0.03-in. gap, was an
example of a subcritical condition where transition is
unaffected by the disturbance. In the second case, two
O.06-in. gaps, the flow began to be affected by the appear-
ante of turbulent bursts downstream of the disturbance. In
the literautre, this is defined to be the critical condition.
Finally in the third case, two 0.06-in. gaps with a 0.02-in.
step,transition occurred fight at the disturbance.
The following summarizes the results of the three con-
figurations tested for Mach number 0.7:
Configuration Re,,
0.03-in. gap Not observed
Two 0.06-in. gaps 2.5 x 10s
Two 0.06-in. gaps 1.5 x 106
with O.02-in. step
A viable flight test technique was demonstrated for
obtaining step and gap criteria for the leading-edge regions
of laminar flow wings. A natural laminar flow leading-
edge model was designed and flown on the flight test flx-
tm'e of the F-104 aircraft. The model was flown at tran-
sonic conditions representative of subsonic business jets or
light transport aircraft.
Hot films and Stanton gauges were used to determine
the state of the boundary layer. With the exception of the
results from the 0.03-in. configttration, the Stanton-gauge
results consistently agreed with the hot-film results, prov-
ing that they are a viable flight-test technique for determin-
ing the state of the boundary layer.
Results from three different step and gap configurations
were presented. Maximum laminar flow was achieved
over the full observed length of the leading-edge model for
a unit Reynolds number range of 1.5 to 2.0 miUion/ft for
Maeh number 0.7. A transitional Reynolds number of
2.5 million/ft was found for the configuration with two
0.06-in.-gaps, and a transitional Reynolds number of 1.5
million/ft was determined for the configuration with two
0.06-in. gaps and a 0.02-in. forward step.
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